
Don’t put your  
SME at risk
Protect your employees.  
Avoid data breaches. 
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Protect your employees. Avoid data breaches. 

Reduced control of information access and usage poses a threat most organisations are aware of. 
It continues to be a difficult issue for IT security professionals.

Don’t put your SME at risk

93% 

of successful data  
breaches occur in less  

than one minute

(CNBC) 

206 days 

The average time  
taken to identify  

a breach

(IBM) 

3.9 million $
The average cost  
of a data breach

(Security Intelligence) 

43% 

of cyberattacks target  
small businesses 

(CNBC) 
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Data breaches frequently result from sophisticated cyberattacks that infiltrate despite security 
solutions. However, in many cases, they are unintentionally assisted by humans. The most 
common sources of data breach are:

Accidental insiders being  
granted access to information  
without proper authorisation.

Lost/stolen devices that contain 
sensitive information without 
encryption or even being locked.

Cybercriminals using multiple attack 
techniques to access information  
from a network or an individual.

Malicious insiders being granted 
legitimate access to data, intending  
to use it in reprehensible ways.
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Data breaches generally aim at monetising information. From classic data resells to strategic 
attacks that allow victims to be extorted, they often start based on one of a number of issues:   

 � Weak credentials: The vast majority of data breaches are caused by weak credentials. 
Because most people reuse passwords or use similar passwords, cybercriminals can use 
brute-force attacks to gain access to protected resources.

 � Stolen credentials: Phishing attempts often trick recipients into providing login credentials  
to gain access to protected resources.

 � Compromised assets: Resulting from a cyber-incident, some assets (server, laptop, etc.)  
can be accessed without following authentication steps that would normally protect them  
and associated information.  

 � Third-party access: Even if your network and data are secure, malicious criminals could  
use your supply chain (suppliers) to make their way into your system.

 � Mobile devices: With Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) policies becoming more popular in 
the workplace, it’s easy for unsecured devices to be infiltrated. They give hackers access 
to data stored on the devices. This often includes work emails and files, as well as personal 
information.
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Security incidents put activities at risk
As business activities have become more data-dependent with the global digital transformation 
phenomena, cybercrime has intensified and found more data monetisation opportunities. 

We have observed that SMEs remain relatively passive when they deal with cybersecurity. Most  
of the initiatives undertaken are driven by technology investment. Cyberattacks are becoming 
more sophisticated, and harder to detect. Consequently, security incidents such as data  
breaches are on the rise and putting activities at risk, far beyond expected business interruption. 

A data breach can lead to direct incapacity to produce, deliver or bill your clients. Studies show 
that 29% of businesses that face a data breach end up losing revenue. Of those that lost revenue, 
38% experienced a loss of 20% or more. (Cybint)

When suffering a data breach, operations might be completely stopped until a solution is found. 
This downtime can vary according to the severity of the breach (technical complexity, perimeter 
affected, etc.). According to Gartner, the average cost of network downtime necessary to perform 
the investigation is around 5,600 dollars per minute.

In addition to lost revenue, data breaches lead to costs an SME has to pay to respond to  
the different obligations that pop up. It can include expenses resulting from customer compen-
sation, technical investigation and recovery, new security solutions or non-compliancy fines  
(i.e. GDPR infringements).

Revenue loss

Operational downtime

Unpredicted expenses
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Research has demonstrated that up to 1/3 of customers will stop doing business with organi- 
sations that have been breached. On top of that, 85% will tell others about theirs experience  
and 33% will share their anger on social media. Thus, it will also affect your ability to attract  
new customers, investors or employees. 

Damage to reputation

In the event of a data breach, organisations are required to fulfil legal obligations such as the 
immediate notification of local authorities and transparent communication with their customers. 
These obligations come on top of fines that have already been mentioned for non-compliancy 
with standards (i.e. GDPR regulations).

Sensitive data includes Intellectual Property data or identity data. If lost or breached, it could 
result in critical damage. As part of B2B activities, companies in the manufacturing and construct- 
ion industries are more prone to the loss of Intellectual Property, while B2C organisations storing 
the personal details of their customers risk this data being used in identity theft. 

Legal obligations

Loss of sensitive data
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It happens in Belgium 
Traditionally, Belgian SMEs have not appeared to be particularly concerned by cybersecurity;  
it’s not taken seriously. However, up-to-date statistics highlight the danger of cyberthreats for 
small and medium-sized organisations. 

+50% 

of Belgian companies 
suffered a cyberattack  

last year 

(Cyber security coalition) 

+95% 

of Belgian companies  
have less than  
200 employees

(excl. Soho & independents) 

43% 

of data breaches  
last year involved  

small business

(Varonis) 
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Lessons learned from a data breach affecting the police in East Flanders 

It all started 
with a third-
party website

Personal 
information 
was breached

Phishing 
attacks 
resulted

Hackers broke into 
the website of the 
East Flanders police 
academy, entering  
via a website run by  
an external company.

The data breached 
included home addres- 
ses, mobile phone  
numbers and bank 
account details. In total,  
the breach affected 
about 50 magistrates, 
 300 police officers  
and 150 trainees.

Afterwards, a phishing 
campaign was initiated 
by hackers, using  
the data they obtained. 
Posing as either staff for 
the ING or AXA Banks, 
they asked the victims 
for their banking codes.

Source: Brussels Times
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Avoid data breaches
The best way to protect your organisation is to avoid becoming a victim. Even if no security  
plan is perfect, there are ways to defend yourself. Without taking over your security strategy,  
the following best practices help you avoid data breaches: 

 � Back-up your data

 � Encrypt your most sensitive data

 � Limit access to your most sensitive data

 � Enforce strong credentials and multi-factor authentication

 � Control access to your corporate network

 � Develop employee awareness and reaction capacity in case of security event

 � Enforce BYOD security policies (ie. use a business grade VPN)

 � Protect your end points with advanced technology able to stand up to sophisticated attacks

 � Patch and update software as soon as options are available

 � Ask your providers to comply with security standards (i.e. ISO audits, penetration testing, etc.)

 � Regularly assess your vulnerabilities
 � Design a data breach response plan



Do you have any questions? Would you like 
advice on digital security? Contact us now  
on business.orange.be/security-solutions. 
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